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As a momma of four boys, I have witnessed my fair
share of behavioral problems, most of it normal, "boy"

behavior. But, with one of my children, I quickly
learned early in his life that some of his behaviors

were not normal.
.

As he grew, some of the behaviors became so
overwhelming, we began taking him to see a family

therapist, who encouraged us to seek a formal
diagnosis and medication for his extreme ADHD

behaviors at the age of three.
Instead of putting him on medication, we chose to

treat his behaviors naturally, using food and
nutrition. When he developed symptoms of

Oppositional Defiant Disorder (ODD), we worked even
harder to remedy his health.

.
Today, through a radically changed diet and key

supplementation, he rarely exhibits ODD
behaviors and his hyperactivity has greatly

diminished.
.

In the following pages, you will find our discoveries for
what has worked best in healing our son and his

behavioral problems.
.

My hope is that if you are desperate like I once was,
you can glean something from these pages and begin

to heal your child as well.

OUR STORY



The most important initial change we made for our
son was to begin eating real, nourishing foods. We did

away with processed, packaged foods like chips,
cookies and fruit snacks, and began to swap them out

for homemade goodies.
By doing so, we effectively eliminated a host of

unhealthy ingredients, including artificial colors,
sweeteners and preservatives, excitotoxins like MSG,
and toxic additives like high fructose corn syrup and

hygrodenated oils.
We began to make cookies and granola at home with

organic ingredients and swapped out fast food for
homemade meals.

jerf (just eat real food)

Not only did we goal to remove harmful ingredients,
but we began to incorporate nourishing foods,

including green vegetables at most meals. In our
experience, even when children are not accustomed to

eating vegetables, they get used to eating them
frequently with continued offerings.

Finally, we switched out juice and pasteurized milk
for water and raw milk.

By making these changes, we saw a greatly reduced
level of hyperactivity and increased self control in our

son.
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REDUCE SUGAR

Another important change we've made both for our
son and the health of our whole family, was to

eliminate processed sugar from our diet.

We did this initially by taking a 30 day challenge to
remove refined sugars, replacing the white stuff with

honey and maple syrup. By making this switch, we
reduced hyperactivity even more. Now that we have
not eaten refined sugar (even organic, less-refined
sugar like turbinado or sucanat) for a few years, we

can see a clear difference if some sneaks in by
accident or if we indulge.
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These days, we are continuing to reduce our sugar
load by eliminating most naturally-sweetened treats

and making them only as a very occasional
indulgence, plus reducing fruits. We also avoid dried
fruits, which have a high fructose content, as well as
fruit juices, the only exception being a high-quality

organic orange juice we buy every once in a while for
fun or to put into smoothies. I will also note that I

include apples in our fresh-pressed juices I make at
home. 

Don't let cutting back on sugar overwhelm you; start
with the most refined stuff and work your way from

there, paying attention to how your child reacts.
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REMOVE GLUTEN

"Gluten-free" is a big buzzword these days and it has
become popular to buy foods and products labeled

gluten free... and for good reason! Many, many people
find that simply removing gluten from their diet

relieves or even eliminates a host of health problems,
including behavioral problems for their children.

Our family is no exception: we do best without gluten.
Gluten is difficult to digest for lots of people, and
instead sits in the gut undigested, contributing to

"leaky gut" syndrome. This leaky gut then lends itself
to food allergies and allows undigested proteins to

leak into the bloodstream, attacking various parts of
the body, including the brain.

If you choose to eliminate gluten from your child's (or
family's) diet, don't fall into the trap of switching out

your favorite gluten-containing foods for their
store-bought gluten-free counterparts. Instead,

consider cutting out store-bought crackers, cookies
and breads and replacing them with homemade

options. If you do find yourself in need of an
occasional store-bought option, look for ones with a

short list of ingredients you can pronounce and
understand.
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REDUCE ELECTRONICS

With all the studies out about how violent video
games cause violent behavior in adolescents, our

society is beginning to have an understanding of the
effects of media on children. Young children,
particularly those with brain imbalances and

behavioral problems, can be particularly susceptible
to electronic sensitivity.

In our own home, we have observed tv watching or
games on handheld devices like cell phones or tablets
to cause increased hyperactivity. If children are not
outside in the fresh air, burning off energy, they are

much more likely to have pent up energy, which
causes them to "bounce off the walls." All children

need fresh air and exercise, but those with problems
like hyperactivity or other behavioral disorders

benefit even more so from these necessary
components of a healthy lifestyle.

Another aspect worth noting is the exposure to
electromagnetic fields (EMFs) that comes with

electronics usage. When children hold handheld
devices on their lap, their bodies are absorbing EMFs
from those devices. Smart TVs, computers and other

devices that connect to WIFI also emit EMFs, so
reducing exposure to these things will benefit children

overall.
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INCREASE ACTIVITY

In addition to reducing electronics, you can help your
child by encouraging him to be active. This can be as
simple as outside play, or you can sign your kiddo up

for a team sport. Either way, the goal is to expend
energy! If you are dealing with more extreme

behaviors that make team sports impossible or your
child would have difficulty playing outside

unsupervised, there are some simple things you can do
to help.

For smaller (and even some older) children, you can
make up silly games by asking the child to "move" or

"hold up" a wall- either indoors or out. Have them
firmly plant their feet on the ground, then push

against the wall with all their strength. You can also
encourage siblings to race one another or even make
your child run laps around your yard when need be.

We even use physical activity as a form of discipline
sometimes. When our son is exhibiting poor self

control and causing havoc, we send him out the door
for a few laps. Sometimes we make him drop and do 10
push ups. Find ways to incorporate activity into your

child's day as much as possible, both for fun and
sanity's sake!
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CONSIDER ELIMINATING
ALL GRAINS

When we eliminated gluten from our diet, we made the
leap of eliminating all grains together at once. After

some time, we began testing the waters with some
gluten-free grains and have found that most are fine,

on occasion. However, there is one that our son
absolutely does not tolerate, and his eating it results

in poor behavior every time: corn.

I don't know for certain what it is about corn (which is
both high in oxalates and susceptibility to mold), but

without fail, if my son eats it, he exhibits symptoms of
Oppositional Defiant Disorder. Corn makes him angry!
While I don't know if a corn allergy would show up on a

test, I do know my son, and I can pinpoint his food
reactions, so for now, we choose to avoid it entirely for

him, and for the most part, as a family.

Unfortunately, corn is found in more packaged foods,
and hides under many labels! I watch for it under the

names high fructose corn syrup, dextrin/dextrose,
maltodextrin/maltodextrose, modified food starch,
corn starch, fructose, glucose, gums, sugar alcohols
like xylitol and sorbitol... the list goes on. Obviously,

corn is pervasive and can be difficult to avoid if you're
not diligent. It is worth removing, however, if going
gluten free hasn't produced the results you're after.
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INCREASE GOOD FATS

We've established that a good portion of brain and
behavioral health depends on keeping poor food

choices out of the diet, but equally important is putting
good things into the body to support brain health!  The

brain is made primarily of fat, so it's incredibly
important to nourish your body and brain with good

fats.

With so many messages out there from so many
sources, it's hard to know what to trust about eating

fat... one thing is for certain, a tide is beginning to turn
and even doctors are beginning to admit that long held
views on saturated fat might be wrong. When we look

at how foods were created in their whole forms- we see
plenty of saturated fats in a perfect balance with

protein and carbohydrates. Eggs and raw milk are
good examples of this.

Good choices for brain-nourishing fats include real
butter, coconut oil, ghee, red palm oil, avocado oil,
olive oil and animal fats like tallow and lard from

responsibly-raised animals. Forget what you've heard
about fat making you fat and giving you heart disease-
load up on these good fats to give your child's brain an

important nutritional boost.
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promote good
gut flora

Removing allergenic foods from your child's diet will
do a world of good for his gut (and, by default, brain)

health. But there are some great things you can add in
to further help improve gut health. 

Fermented and cultured foods are wonderful sources
of healthy bacteria that promote good gut health.

These foods (especially when freshly homemade) are
full of the kinds of bacteria a gut needs to function
well, and they help to crowd out the "bad bugs" that

contribute to poor gut and overall health when eaten
in abundance. Sauerkraut, kimchi, and pickles are

examples of lacto-fermented vegetables and are easy
to make at home. Yogurt, kefir and buttermilk are

examples of cultured foods that can also be made at
home using starter cultures.

Another important way to promote good gut flora is to
use a high-quality probiotic. Taken at therapeutic

doses, probiotics can help replenish the gut with good
bacteria, while killing off the bad bacteria that

contribute to leaky gut, food allergies and, ultimately,
behavioral problems. Our family likes a brand called

GutPro, made by Organic3.

http://www.corganic.com/gutpro/#559f3912e41b4
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CONSIDER KEY SUPPLEMENTS

Even when diet is good, gut flora is improved, and
activity levels are appropriately increased, some key

supplementation can be helpful. There are a few
supplements we have found to be very effective for
improving our son's behavior and we make sure to

keep them on hand at all times!

For a magnesium formulated specifically for brain
health, we use magnesium L-threonate. We use one

called MagMind and were impressed with its calming
effects after just one use!

For more information and links to other products we
use, love and recommend, visit our resources page at

http://www.thefamilythathealstogether.com/resource
s/

Another important supplement for brain health is fish
oil, which contains good Omega fats, crucial for proper

brain function. We use Rositas extra virgin cod liver
oil.

Finally, we use a good probiotic, as I mentioned
above, because good gut health is crucial to good brain

health, so using a high-quality probiotic will be
a continuing need for us for the foreseeable future.

 

http://www.corganic.com/evclo/#559f3912e41b4
http://www.corganic.com/gutpro/#559f3912e41b4
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0058ABXZ8/ref=as_li_qf_sp_asin_il_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B0058ABXZ8&linkCode=as2&tag=natumomminpro-20&linkId=DKXOVPWESOBLEUX2
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RIDE THE WAVE

Sometimes behavioral symptoms flare up, even when
you think you're doing everything right! These times

are frustrating and downright discouraging, but as you
begin to make changes and you see your child's

behavior improving, rest assured these episodes will
become fewer and further between. In the meantime,

when this does happen, stay calm and "ride the wave."

For years, we tried to discipline our son whenever he
would have an ODD episode. Instead of causing him to
improve his behavior, our efforts at disciplining made

it worse. He became angry and unreasonable. We have
since discovered that, while we won't tolerate

disrespectful or aggressive behaviors, we also have to
choose our battles, and in the midst of a meltdown is

not the time to go to battle.

Instead, we let him know we understand how he feels,
make sure he recognizes the boundaries we have in

place, then let it go and wait for him to become
clear-headed enough to discuss it. Usually, this only

takes 15-30 minutes, though it used to last much
longer. The most important thing to remember is that
you and your child are on the same side, so don't face

off with him so that you become his enemy!



Ready, Set, Go!
Now that you have a place to start,

tackle these steps, one by one, to see
what works best for your child. I

promise you will see improvement
and your child and family will be

healthier and happier for it!

(c) Jaclyn Harwell, The Family That Heals Together, 2015
This e-book contains affiliate links.


